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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The U.S. and partners in Asia should leverage their respective strengths and increase cooperation in civil nuclear technology in order to bolster their nuclear power industries and address near- and long-term challenges.

Main Argument

The nuclear energy sector currently faces significant challenges on both sides of the Pacific. Contrary to predictions in the early 2000s, a U.S. nuclear renaissance has not come to fruition. Instead, the U.S. nuclear industry has experienced a series of early plant closings, delayed or canceled construction projects, and financial struggles. Meanwhile, Asia, led by China, is anticipated to be the primary growth market, despite current downward trends in nuclear energy production in countries such as Taiwan and South Korea. Nuclear energy is projected to remain a significant source of electricity in the near future and play a key role in reducing reliance on fossil fuels, but the nuclear industries on both sides of the Pacific must grapple with significant regulatory, investment, and social license challenges that could undermine the long-term viability of nuclear power. However, both sides of the Pacific have expertise that, if shared, could significantly bolster each other’s nuclear industries. Finding pathways to further deepen nuclear cooperation on fuel cycle services, reactor construction, and reactor decommissioning between Asia and the U.S. will be vital to the future of nuclear power in the world.

Policy Implications

- Trans-Pacific cooperation can bolster the region’s nuclear energy industries. Increasing nuclear collaboration by sharing technologies and methods and engaging policymakers in dialogues that establish best safety, security, and nonproliferation practices can reinvigorate the Indo-Pacific’s nuclear industries and address social license concerns.
- The U.S. should leverage its expertise in areas that supplement nuclear industry needs in Asia. Providing decommissioning services or technology and interim storage technology and continuing to develop options for long-term nuclear waste management are two examples.
- Reinvigoration of the U.S. nuclear industry requires national, state, and local policymakers to modernize the regulatory environment and create economic policies that facilitate Asian investment in the U.S. Asian firms can bolster U.S. competitiveness in the industry through investments that offset U.S. nuclear deficiencies, such as building next-generation nuclear reactor technology on existing sites.
This century has opened with two declared revivals in the U.S. energy sector. In the early 2000s, a nuclear renaissance was projected, and about ten years later, the shale gas revolution promised to revitalize U.S. natural gas production. The latter revival has come to fruition, and for the first time since 1957, the United States was a net exporter of natural gas in 2017.\(^1\) However, the former revival has fizzled. The U.S. nuclear industry has experienced a series of early plant closings, delayed or canceled construction projects, and financial struggles for nuclear firms over the past decade.

In addition to the development and deployment of new extraction technology, U.S. natural gas production has been driven by increased global demand for natural gas, particularly in Asia. Investors from Asia also have played an active and vital role in developing new natural gas fields and liquefaction capacity in the United States. Unlike in the United States, Asia has seen significant growth in nuclear power over the last fifteen years, and the region remains the primary growth market for nuclear power, despite some struggles in the Asian nuclear industry after the Fukushima disaster in 2011.

The nuclear sectors in the United States and Asia are projected to continue to be major sources of electricity in the near future and play a key role in transitioning away from fossil fuels. However, the nuclear industries on both sides of the Pacific still must grapple with economic, political, and social challenges that could undermine the long-term viability of nuclear power. Finding pathways to further deepen nuclear cooperation between Asia and the United States will be vital to the future of nuclear power in the world.

This paper will explore the role for policy in pursuing market-based and collaborative approaches to strengthening the nuclear energy industry in the United States and Asia. The first section will briefly review the development of nuclear power in the United States and in Asia. For this discussion, the countries in Asia that will be considered are Japan, South Korea, China, Taiwan, and India—countries with mature nuclear industries and that are likely to shape markets due to their consumption trends. The second section will examine the challenges and needs currently facing the nuclear industries on both sides of the Pacific and then identify potential pathways for cooperation between Asia and the United States that can boost the viability of the nuclear industry.

Nuclear Energy in the Asia-Pacific: A Brief History

Nuclear power production in the Asia-Pacific, and indeed in the world, dates back to 1951, when the Experimental Breeder Reactor I in Idaho became the first nuclear reactor in the world to produce a usable amount of electricity.\(^2\) From this starting point, the U.S. nuclear industry grew rapidly from the mid-1960s to the early 1990s. Today, there are currently 99 operable reactors in the United States, down from a peak of 112 in the 1990s.

Many Asian countries followed suit, and in 1963 Japan became the first country in Asia to commercially generate nuclear power with the Japan Power Demonstration Reactor. India’s first commercial nuclear reactor went online later in the 1960s, and South Korea and Taiwan started their first commercial reactors in the 1970s. India and South Korea have seen steady growth in the past twenty years, while Taiwan’s industry has stagnated, staying at six operable reactors since 1985. China did not start commercial nuclear generation until 1991, but the Chinese nuclear industry has grown rapidly in the last fifteen years and is now on pace to overtake Japan as the possessor of Asia’s largest fleet of operable nuclear reactors in the near future. China accounts for over half of the reactors under construction in the region and over 50% of nuclear generation in 2017 (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Nuclear power statistics in Asia in 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beyond this capture of any one country’s demand curve, it is important to note that there already is a long history of nuclear commerce and cooperation between the United States and Asia. Starting with the Atoms for Peace program in the 1950s, U.S. nuclear reactor technology has been

exported and indigenized in several Asian countries. Japan’s first reactor was imported from the United Kingdom, and subsequent imports were of U.S. light water reactors (LWRs).\textsuperscript{3} South Korea’s first reactor was a U.S. LWR and also imported French LWR and Canadian heavy water reactor technology.\textsuperscript{4} Both Japan and South Korea subsequently developed indigenous reactor designs based on imported LWR technology. All six of Taiwan’s reactors are imported U.S. LWRs.\textsuperscript{5} India’s first two reactors at Tarapur are imported U.S. LWRs, but India turned to the development of heavy water reactors, initially imported from Canada, and the thorium fuel cycle after that. China imported reactor technology from France, Canada, and Russia, but the first U.S. LWRs are projected to enter operation in November 2018.\textsuperscript{6} American and Asian firms have established strong partnerships in nuclear technology, such as the joint venture between General Electric and Hitachi. There also exist several bilateral and multilateral forums through which countries on both sides of the Pacific exchange experience and expertise in nuclear technology.

In addition to reactor technologies, the nuclear fuel cycle is an international process in Asia, with different fuel cycle services imported from the United States, Russia, Canada, France, Kazakhstan, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere (see Table 2). No country in Asia has a completely indigenous nuclear fuel cycle, and all Asian countries discussed here have imported nuclear materials and fuel cycle technologies from the United States.\textsuperscript{7}


\textsuperscript{7} China and India aim to become mostly self-sufficient in the fuel cycle. Japan must rely on uranium imports due to the lack of uranium reserves in the country but is developing some level of indigenous capacity in fuel cycle steps after that. South Korea and Taiwan employ open fuel cycles and are prohibited from enrichment or reprocessing activity per their nuclear cooperation agreements with the United States.
Table 2 Sources of fuel cycle services in Asia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Mining and milling</th>
<th>Conversion</th>
<th>Enrichment</th>
<th>Fuel fabrication</th>
<th>Reprocessing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Domestic; Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Canada, Namibia, Niger, Australia</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>Domestic; Russia, URENCO</td>
<td>Domestic; France, Kazakhstan, Russia</td>
<td>Domestic (French cooperation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Domestic; Russia, Kazakhstan, Canada, AREVA</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>Domestic; Russia</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Australia, Canada, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Namibia</td>
<td>Domestic; United States, Russia</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>Domestic; France, United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Kazakhstan, Canada, Australia, Niger</td>
<td>Russia, France, URENCO, United States</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td></td>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking Ahead: Business-as-Usual Scenarios for the Next Ten Years?

The U.S. nuclear industry is still the world’s largest, both in terms of number of operable reactors and in nuclear generation. Yet growth in new nuclear power generation has stagnated in recent decades. The nuclear renaissance that was hoped for in the early 2000s appeared to gain momentum in the latter part of the decade as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) received applications for combined construction and operating licenses (COLs) for 26 new reactors at 17 sites by 2010.8 However, the NRC does not list any COL applications currently under review, and ten of the received applications are listed as withdrawn or suspended.9

---


9 “Combined License Applications for New Reactors,” U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 25 April 2018, https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/new-reactors/col.html; The two reactors at Vogtle currently are projected to come online in November 2021 and November 2022, and the successful completion and operation of these will be critical to the future of nuclear power in the United States. “Generating Plants,” Georgia Power, https://www.georgiapower.com/company/energy-industry/generating-plants.html; Despite the reduction in the
If we look to the other side of the Pacific, Asia is anticipated to be the growth market, led by China, yet with fundamentally different characteristics in its history to date in development and demand. After the 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster, all nuclear reactors in Japan were gradually shut down while new nuclear regulations were created (see Figure 1).\textsuperscript{10} The effect of the shutdown nuclear reactors and increased fossil fuel imports also hurt the ten regional power utilities in Japan, nine of which own nuclear reactors. The utilities raised electricity rates in response to higher fossil fuel costs, with adverse effects on businesses, particularly manufacturers.\textsuperscript{11} Since the first reactors restarted in 2015, the nuclear share of overall generation in Japan has only been a very low percentage, down from around 30% before 2011.

\textit{Figure 1 Nuclear generation in Asia from 1960 to 2017}
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\caption{Nuclear generation in Asia from 1960 to 2017}
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The nuclear industries in South Korea and Taiwan face potentially more immediate existential crises, as the current presidents in both countries have vowed to phase out nuclear power. There has been steady growth of nuclear power in South Korea since the country’s first reactor went online in 1977 to 2017, while Taiwan’s nuclear sector has remained the same size since the mid-1980s (see Figure 1).

South Korea’s Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE) announced a draft of the 8th Basic Plan for Long-Term Electricity Supply and Demand in December 2017, and it called for a decrease in installed nuclear capacity from 22.5 gigawatts (GW) to 20.4 GW by 2030. Nuclear power’s share of electricity generation also would modestly decrease to 23.9%, while renewables and natural gas would see significant expansion in installed capacity and share of generation.\(^\text{12}\) South Korean president Moon Jae-in outlined his phase-out plan at the closing of South Korea’s first nuclear reactor, Kori-1, in June 2017. He said that existing reactors would not be allowed to operate beyond 40 years and that no new reactors would be planned.\(^\text{13}\) Moon’s announcement placed in doubt reactors currently under construction in South Korea, but a government commission approved the resumption of the construction of two new reactors, Shin Kori-5 and Shin Kori-6, in October 2017.\(^\text{14}\) Two other reactors, Shin Hanul-1 and Shin Hanul-2, are expected to go online in 2018 and 2019, respectively, but the Moon government does not support any further reactor construction or planning.\(^\text{15}\) If Moon’s gradual phase-out policy stands, South Korea’s last reactors would shut down by the early 2060s. Thus, the policy would not have a large impact immediately in terms of electricity generation.

Taiwan president Tsai Ing-wen assumed office in 2016 and announced that Taiwan would phase out nuclear power by 2025, when all currently operable reactors would reach at least 40 years of age. Two additional reactors that are partially completed also would be abandoned without


ever entering service.\textsuperscript{16} Tsai’s policy is stipulated by law: an amendment to the Electricity Act approved in 2017 requires all nuclear power operations to end by 2025.\textsuperscript{17} Taiwan plans to increase its share of renewable generation as it phases out nuclear power.\textsuperscript{18}

This review of challenges for the nuclear industries in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan should not be understood as suggesting that nuclear power in China or India does not face similar challenges. Both China and India are far from completing their planned closed fuel cycles, and public anxiety over nuclear power and spent fuel management may be rising in both countries. In China, protests by local residents in Lianyungang in 2016 led to the suspension of the development of a site for a reprocessing facility, and no new site has been selected yet.\textsuperscript{19} In India, local protests against the construction on units 1 and 2 at the Kudankulam nuclear power plant broke out after the Fukushima nuclear disaster in 2011, but the two reactors eventually went online in 2013 and 2016, respectively.\textsuperscript{20} As the nuclear industries in China and India grow, both countries will also have to better address spent fuel management and public acceptance.

**Opportunities and Challenges for Stimulating Innovation**

With this context in mind, what does this mean for the future of demand for nuclear energy in Asia and the prospects for forging new and deeper Asia-Pacific ties? There are three major trends that highlight the needs and uncertainties inhibiting nuclear energy development that are important for policymakers.


\textsuperscript{17} “President Tsai reiterates goal of phasing out nuclear energy by 2025,” Focus Taiwan News Channel, 11 March 2018, http://focustaiwan.tw/news/aipl/201803110015.aspx.


First, nuclear power has become a significant source of electricity and helped fuel economic development and industrial growth in major economies across the Asia-Pacific. Prospects for further growth in the near future for the nuclear industries in Asia and the United States are in question primarily due to economic and political challenges. However, these political and economic problems could be addressed, in part, through improving current technologies or by developing and deploying new technologies, as will be explored in this section.

Second, China is the exception to the decreasing utilization of nuclear energy in the region, which raises important questions for safety and security in the nuclear technology export market. Safety, security, and nonproliferation technology and practices have been heavily influenced by the United States due to U.S. dominance in the export market, but China could become a dominant exporter with the directions of the two countries’ nuclear industries. Advanced reactors are intended to have stronger inherent safety, security, and nonproliferation design features, but China also will be expected to export robust safety, security, and nonproliferation practices. Whether Chinese nuclear firms will adhere to standards similar to U.S., Japanese, or South Korean exporters is a significant question.

Finally, although the challenges facing each country’s nuclear industries are unique, the effects of a struggling nuclear industry are not isolated, and these consequences may reverberate across the region, particularly in relation to energy and environmental security. Cooperation between Asia-Pacific countries is necessary and future efforts can build on previous collaborative attempts. To this end, the next seven subsections explore critical areas where increased collaboration could alleviate some of the challenges facing nuclear industries and consider what potential collaborative pathways forward might look like.

**Decommissioning**

Retiring and decommissioning a nuclear reactor is a normal and necessary part of a reactor’s life cycle, but in recent years several reactors have permanently shut down before their current operating license expired. A commercial power reactor in the United States typically receives an initial 40-year operating license from the NRC, and reactor operators can apply for 20-year license
extensions. Only two closed reactors in U.S. history operated for at least 40 years, and those two reactors had received license extensions.21

Commercial reactor operators can choose either decontamination (DECON) or safe storage (SAFSTOR) for decommissioning. DECON is the faster method, taking at least 7 years, but SAFSTOR can reduce the cost of decommissioning by spreading the process out for 50 or more years. Current decommissioning activities in the United States will take until nearly 2080, as four of the six reactors shut down since 2013 are using the SAFSTOR method of decommissioning.22

Decommissioning can cost hundreds of millions to upward of $1 billion per reactor, and reactor operators establish a decommissioning fund during construction. Per the World Nuclear Association, nearly two-thirds of the total estimated cost for decommissioning the entire U.S. reactor fleet has already been collected, and a 2016 report by S&P Global Ratings said that “no U.S. nuclear utilities were facing a ‘serious funding gap’ in meeting future reactor decommissioning costs.”23 However, as the U.S. Energy Information Administration pointed out, “when reactors are retired earlier than planned, shortfalls in funding may result in additional expenses to electric ratepayers.”24 As reactors continue to shut down, operators will have to commit more money to decommissioning, with the possibility that sufficient decommissioning funds were not collected prior to being shut down.

Cooperation pathway: Decommissioning technology. The United States has had over 30 reactors enter decommissioning, with other reactors slated for shutdown in the near future.25 Japan has nearly 20 reactors shut down and in some stage of decommissioning, and more reactors surely will shut down in the coming years. The U.S. Department of Commerce’s International Trade


Administration cites decommissioning as a growing industry, with Japan “quickly becoming the largest nuclear decommissioning and decontamination (D&D) market in the world behind the United States.” South Korea also saw its first reactor enter decommissioning last year. Economically and environmentally successful decommissioning will be vital to demonstrate the full life cycle viability of nuclear power and to build public trust in nuclear power.

The United States has more experience decommissioning reactors than nuclear industries in Asia, but both sides of the Pacific could benefit from more robust sharing of decommissioning technologies and methods. U.S. decommissioning technology has been promoted for use in Japan, and likewise technologies and methods that are successfully developed and employed in Japan, South Korea, China, or elsewhere in Asia should be studied for potential use in the United States. Different regulatory and social environments could make transferring some technologies or methods difficult, but certainly some decommissioning technologies could have potential for universal use.

**Early Reactor Closures and Construction Delays**

The economic viability of currently operable nuclear reactors, particularly so-called at-risk reactors, is one of the most pressing issue facing the nuclear industry in the United States and several other countries today. All six U.S. reactors that have closed since 2013 have done so prior to the expiration of their operating license at the time of shutdown. According to the think tank Third Way, twelve more reactors have announced retirement dates through 2025, and five more are being considered for retirement.

Nuclear operators also have not been able to replace retired reactors, as only three reactors have come online since 1990, leading to a decline in the total number of operable reactors in the United States. Studies estimate that one-half to two-thirds of nuclear power plants in the United States are at risk of early closure due to poor economic conditions.

---


Reactor construction projects have experienced long delays and cost overruns, which makes it uncertain when investors will recoup the large, upfront capital costs associated with building nuclear reactors, contributing to the trend of reactor closings outpacing openings. A variety of factors have caused construction delays. An increasingly complex, stringent regulatory environment plays a role in prolonging the design and construction of new reactors, and there has long been discussion of the need to streamline the regulatory process in the United States. A variable energy market that has included dips in electricity demand and the surge in natural gas production in the last decade also have affected investor decisions to push forward with nuclear reactor construction. But the lack of standardization and recent experience building nuclear plants may be the main reason for delays. These factors lead to uncertainties in plant design, project management, supply chain management, and regulatory oversight. Constructing a nuclear reactor is an incredibly complex project, especially when building a new kind of reactor. There is no substitute for experience, which is lacking in the United States with the over 20-year gap between new reactor orders.

In a recent example of this, the delays and cost overruns in the VC Summer and Vogtle construction projects led to the bankruptcy of one of the main nuclear vendors in the United States, Westinghouse. In March 2017, Westinghouse filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, and Southern Nuclear took control of project management at Vogtle, with Bechtel managing construction efforts. Toshiba, Westinghouse’s parent company, was forced to sell Westinghouse. The sale of Westinghouse to Canada-based Brookfield Business Partners was approved by U.S. bankruptcy court in March 2018. Westinghouse is reorganizing around its nuclear service business, which the company claims is still profitable, while moving away from its nuclear construction business. While the bankruptcy only affected Westinghouse’s U.S. operations, the future viability of the company in both domestic and overseas operations will be vital.

---


In addition to the difficult economics of building new reactors in the United States, national security concerns also would be raised regarding foreign firms building nuclear reactors in the United States, especially for Chinese firms. Immediate issues likely would include supply chain security and quality control. There would be concerns that foreign vendors, particularly Chinese entities, could embed technology in components to conduct espionage or sabotage on U.S. nuclear plants. Others may worry that foreign reactors would not be as safe or reliable as U.S. reactors, which would affect the economic viability of the U.S. nuclear industry. Although such concerns should be partly assuaged by the fact that foreign-supplied reactors would still be subject to stringent NRC safety and security regulations, there would be additional concerns that the United States is ceding control over a critical technology that has long been viewed as having national security implications. Foreign firms building nuclear reactors in the United States could be viewed as a sign that U.S. leadership in nuclear technology is waning, resulting in declining U.S. influence on global norms for nuclear security, safety, and nonproliferation. While those would be valid concerns, the experience building new reactors at Vogtle and VC Summer shows that foreign suppliers may be necessary now to keep the U.S. nuclear industry alive beyond the current fleet of reactors. In addition, U.S. nuclear firms already utilize a global supply chain and have experience collaborating with Asian partners.

Cooperation pathway: Build reactors on existing reactor sites. The lack of new reactor construction over the last 30 years and the bankruptcy of Westinghouse leave the United States with a diminished fleet of reactors and without one of its major nuclear construction firms. Asian nuclear firms, particularly in China and South Korea, have much more recent experience building nuclear reactors. While new construction still faces economic challenges, there could be opportunities for Asian firms to invest in existing reactor sites and deploy new reactor technologies.

The NRC issued two early site permits (ESPs) for new reactors on existing reactor sites in Illinois and New Jersey, and one ESP application is under review for a small modular reactor in Tennessee. Only one of the eight issued COLs and the one ESP under review are for reactors on

---

new sites, and the other COLs and ESPs are for new reactors on existing sites. Prospects clearly appear better for building new reactors on existing sites rather than developing new sites.

There is also an opportunity to utilize newer technologies on these existing sites. Generation III LWRs are not new designs, but they would be a generational upgrade from the current fleet of Generation II LWRs in the United States. China, Japan, and South Korea all have operable Generation III LWRs, and China and South Korea have the most recent experience constructing Generation III LWRs. U.S. utilities should explore using Asian firms to lead construction of Generation III LWRs at existing reactors sites. The two most promising designs arguably are the AP1000 designed by Westinghouse and the APR1400 designed by Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO).

Chinese firms may be best positioned to take on AP1000 construction projects, as they are already working with Westinghouse on multiple AP1000s. Unit 1 of the Sanmen power plant in China became the first AP1000 in the world to enter operations on June 30, 2018, and three additional AP1000s are anticipated to come online in China by the end of 2019. Westinghouse also partnered with China’s State Nuclear Power Technology Company to develop a supply chain for AP1000 construction projects, including in the United States. The major challenge to overcome with completing AP1000 construction projects is convincing power utilities that building and operating new reactors would be commercially viable given current and projected market conditions. Chinese nuclear firms have the advantage of government backing, but market conditions in particular U.S. states would determine if U.S. utilities want to move forward with building new reactors.

Asian firms also could move to secure contracts for new reactors at the sites granted ESPs by the NRC. AP1000s could be an option for those sites, and another option could be the Korean-

33 Among the eight issued COLs, five are for Westinghouse AP1000 reactors, the first of their kind in the United States, including at the active construction project at the Vogtle plants in Georgia, the suspended construction project at the Summer plant in South Carolina, and the planned construction project at the Turkey Point plant in Florida. With Westinghouse effectively exiting the reactor construction business in the United States, an Asian firm could look to take over construction and component supply for these unfinished AP1000s projects.


The first APR1400, Shin Kori-3, went online in 2016, and four other APR1400s are under construction in South Korea. After the APR1400 receives NRC design certification, KEPCO’s current experience building APR1400s could make them an attractive bidder to take on new reactor projects at an existing reactor site in the United States, and KEPCO certainly will seek export contracts with the uncertainty regarding the future of nuclear power in South Korea.

Another specific option is completing the Bellefonte nuclear power plant in Alabama. Montreal-based SNC-Lavalin agreed to buy the partially completed two-reactor plant in June 2018 and is now working to close the deal. The partially completed reactors were originally Babcock & Wilcox pressurized water reactors, but it is possible that the plant site could be revamped for an AP1000, APR1400, or another reactor that an Asian firm could provide.

Of course, much more would have to be worked out than just selecting the right construction vendor and reactor type. Each reactor construction project would have to fit with the local economic and social conditions. Utilities and vendors involved would have to work with federal, state, and local officials in the United States to best arrange financing and ensure the future economic viability of new reactors. Potential national security concerns also would have to be addressed with the U.S. government. Much research and negotiations would have to come before such construction projects could begin, but they would breathe new life into the U.S. nuclear industry.

**Spent Fuel Management**

Long-term management of spent nuclear fuel has been a vexing issue for the industry for decades. No country has a functioning method for managing long-term spent nuclear fuel, and countries are pursuing different technologies to address this problem. There exists some trans-Pacific cooperation on spent nuclear fuel management, such as the ten-year joint fuel cycle study between South Korea and the United States on pyroprocessing aimed at reducing the volume of spent fuel.

---


waste. China and Japan have imported French PUREX reprocessing technology, but there currently is no interest in commercial reprocessing in the United States. R&D efforts like the joint fuel cycle study should continue, and any major breakthroughs in spent nuclear fuel management technology could be welcomed by the U.S. industry in the future.

For the time being, the United States is deploying interim storage technology until a final repository is completed. It may be U.S. firms that see an export opportunity, since the United States currently has a lead in deployable interim storage technology. As spent nuclear fuel fills up storage pools, Asian reactor operators may seek interim storage technology as long-term management options are developed.

In the United States, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 stipulated that the Department of Energy must begin receiving spent nuclear fuel by 1998 and dispose of it in a federal repository, and the Yucca Mountain in Nevada was designated as the federal repository in 1987. After suspending review in 2008, the NRC resumed licensing activities in 2013 after a federal court order, and there has been growing momentum in Congress to resume development and licensing of Yucca Mountain.

By 2020, there will be an estimated 88,000 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel in interim storage awaiting final disposal. Even if Yucca Mountain opens, that repository’s design capacity is 70,000 metric tons, so interim storage options will be critical for the nuclear industry to manage current and future inventories of spent nuclear fuel. Interim storage also allows further time to explore alternative back-end fuel cycle technologies that could be preferable to direct disposal in a permanent repository.


In Japan, spent fuel currently is stored in spent fuel pools at nuclear plants, and there are two small dry-cask storage facilities in operation. Development of interim storage in dry casks has lagged in part due to government policy requiring the reprocessing of spent fuel, but an interim storage facility being developed for spent fuel from the Tokyo Electric Power Company and Japan Atomic Power Company reactors aims to open later this year. With most of Japan’s reactors not operating, the accumulation of spent fuel in pools has slowed, but all reactor operators will eventually have to move spent fuel out of pools at some point.

The Japanese central government remains nominally committed to developing a closed fuel cycle and related technology, such as spent nuclear fuel reprocessing, fast neutron reactors, and MOX fuel fabrication. Yet development of all of those technologies is not progressing as planned and delays pose long-term challenges for spent fuel management. Japan has about 47 tons of separated plutonium stored domestically and in Europe that are a point of criticism and concern from a nonproliferation and security perspective. Delays in opening these fuel cycle facilities will continue to hinder Japan’s ability to consume and reduce its plutonium stockpile.

South Korea stores all spent fuel onsite at nuclear plants and has plans to open interim storage and a permanent repository in 2035 and 2051, respectively. However, no sites have been selected for either facility, and South Korea also is exploring pyroprocessing or overseas storage.

---


as options for reducing the burden of long-term disposal of spent fuel domestically. Taiwan also is planning on developing a geological repository for spent fuel disposal, with an operation date of 2055, but no site has been selected for the repository yet.\(^{47}\) Although planned nuclear phase-outs in South Korea and Taiwan would reduce the accumulation of spent fuel, spent fuel in South Korea and Taiwan, as in Japan, will have to be removed from pools sooner rather than later.

**Meeting Domestic Needs of the Front End of the Fuel Cycle**

Of the steps in the nuclear fuel cycle, uranium mining, milling, and enrichment presents unique challenges for U.S. policy regulation and industry development, as the United States has only about 1% of global terrestrial uranium reserves.\(^{48}\) The sole operating U.S. uranium enrichment facility, a gas centrifuge facility located in New Mexico operated by URENCO USA, can meet only about one-third of current U.S. demand for enrichment services, with the remaining demand met by overseas providers. The NRC issued licenses for two other enrichment facilities, a gas centrifuge facility in Idaho and a laser enrichment facility in North Carolina, but construction on both of those facilities is currently not proceeding.\(^{49}\)

Another gas centrifuge facility operated by Centrus Energy in Ohio ran a test cascade of a new centrifuge technology called the American Centrifuge from 2013 to 2016.\(^{50}\) Centrus is now decommissioning the facility but continues to conduct R&D on its centrifuge technology at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee.\(^{51}\)

Recent success by U.S. researchers in extracting uranium from seawater in laboratory-scale tests at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory presents new possibilities, and researchers in China

---


and Japan also are working on methods to extract uranium from seawater.\(^{52}\) Methods to extract uranium from seawater will have to be made economically competitive with terrestrial mining to become commercially viable, or the price of uranium will have to rise to make seawater extraction more attractive.\(^{53}\) This could be an area for R&D cooperation and presents a new need for review and regulatory understanding.

**Cooperation pathway: Unfinished uranium enrichment plants in the United States.** Working to construct and operate the enrichment facilities in Idaho and North Carolina is a potential cooperation pathway. The one operating enrichment facility in the United States can only fulfill about one-third of the demand from U.S. reactors for enrichment services, so a fuel supply security argument could be made for finishing these plants to provide enrichment services to U.S. reactors.

China, Japan, or South Korea could be interested in using U.S. enrichment services for either their domestic or export markets. Japan also has one operational enrichment plant, a gas centrifuge plant at Rokkasho, which met about one-third of the enrichment demand for Japan’s reactors prior to the Fukushima nuclear disaster in 2011.\(^{54}\) If more Japanese reactors restart, then domestic demand for enrichment services will increase. South Korea does not operate any enrichment facilities and is effectively barred from doing so per the terms of its nuclear cooperation agreements with the United States (the so-called 123 agreements). Investing in U.S. enrichment facilities could be a way for South Korea to provide more robust fuel cycle services for nuclear export customers. China is rapidly expanding its domestic enrichment capacity to meet domestic demand, and it also could see investment in U.S. enrichment services as an opportunity to support its reactor exports.

The main problem with this pathway is that there is a significant surplus of enrichment capacity in the world, and Centrus acknowledges that “current market conditions do not support building a full-scale uranium enrichment plant for commercial purposes.” Russia possesses over 40% of global enrichment capacity and could provide additional enrichment services if demand
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increases. The European Union and China also possess significantly more enrichment capacity than the United States.

Investors would need to have incentives or strong preferences for investing in U.S. enrichment capacity rather than contracting with Russian, Chinese, or European firms. The promise of new or improved enrichment technologies, such as the laser enrichment plant that would be the first of its kind, could be such an incentive. South Korea or Japan also could prefer to work with U.S.-based firms rather than with Russian or Chinese firms to provide enrichment services for export customers. The United States has been a trusted partner for both Japan and South Korea in nuclear technology for many decades, and continuing civil nuclear commerce with the United States could be seen as part of the broader alliance relationships. Seoul and Tokyo also could be concerned that Beijing would use nuclear reactor exports as leverage over the Japanese and South Korean economies.

**Developing and Standardizing New Technologies**

A problem with securing utility or other industry backing for building any type of new reactor in the United States is the same problem that has crippled new construction in the United States for decades: high upfront capital costs made even higher by cost overruns and delays during construction. Estimates for total construction costs for the two new reactors at Vogtle have grown from $14 billion in 2008 to $23 billion.\(^{55}\) One way to bring down construction time and costs is to standardize reactor design and have the same team repeatedly build that design, allowing only for small, incremental changes.\(^{56}\)

Chinese and South Korean firms have done better at staying on schedule and on budget through standardization, and their recent experience could make them better suited to economically build new reactors in the United States, too. These firms do have the advantage of being wholly or partly state-owned, which can provide more financial and policy stability throughout a construction project. Of course, the current South Korean administration shows that changes to
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national policy can affect nuclear construction, but explicit state backing can be advantageous to long-term domestic viability and to export projects. Chinese and South Korean nuclear firms would have to adapt to the U.S. market, and they would have to learn to operate in the U.S. regulatory environment. But the regulatory process also becomes more efficient with standardized designs and construction. It is worth pursuing new reactor technology, but delays and cost overruns with constructing first-of-a-kind reactors, such as the Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM), should be expected.

Cooperation pathway: Demonstrate new reactor technologies. The current fleet of nuclear reactors in the United States are so-called Generation II reactors, and the two new reactors being built at the Vogtle plant would be the first Generation III reactors in the United States. Building Generation III LWRs could be seen as a way for the United States to keep up with Asian nuclear industries, particularly China. As with the natural gas industry, demonstrating even newer reactor technology, such as small modular reactors (SMRs) or Generation IV reactors, could return the United States to the forefront of the global nuclear industry. These new reactor technologies could present opportunities for cooperation and address concerns about nuclear power by improving reactor safety and efficiency, being more proliferation resistant, and easing spent nuclear fuel management challenges.

SMRs may hold more near-term commercial potential, as the Department of Energy has promoted LWR-type SMR development in the United States for several years now, specifically NuScale SMRs at the Idaho National Laboratory\(^\text{57}\) and mPower SMRs at Clinch River in Tennessee.\(^\text{58}\) However, both reactor types have experienced delays in being granted permits. A potential candidate to replace mPower could be South Korea’s System-integrated Modular


Advanced Reactor (SMART), which was developed by the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute.  

SMART would have to submit a design certification application to the NRC before being able to be built in the United States. The NRC usually gives preference to design certification applications for which a utility customer is identified, so a commercial agreement between the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), owners of the Clinch River site, and the SMART Power may also be necessary. This could be another pathway for South Korean reactor technology to enter the U.S. market, which would be a highly desirable export market for South Korea’s nuclear industry.

GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy’s Generation IV SMR (PRISM) is designed to reprocess its own fuel using an electrometallurgical process (sometimes called pyroprocessing), which is a type of spent nuclear fuel processing that South Korea is highly interested in developing. Yet, as with SMART, an identified utility customer would help PRISM through the licensing process, and TVA officials have said that they do not plan to construct SMRs in the next ten to twenty years.  

Private investment and backing from both sides of the Pacific for PRISM, SMART, or other SMRs would help, but ultimately finding a utility customer for SMRs will be necessary.

Although the South Korean–designed SMART and the GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy–designed PRISM were identified as two possible designs to explore for demonstration of advanced reactors in the United States, there are many SMR and Generation IV designs being developed. These reactors can be used to meet a variety of commercial needs, but in general they promise improved safety and efficiency. Whether these reactor designs can deliver on that promise can only be known by building and operating them. With the difficult situations in their domestic markets, Japanese and South Korean investors and nuclear firms may be interested in demonstrating SMR or Generation IV designs in the United States as a way to reinvigorate interest at home.

There are existing forums for cooperation on new reactor technology R&D, such as the Generation IV International Forum, which includes China, Japan, South Korea, and the United States. This forum selected six reactor technologies and envisions commercial deployment of
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Generation IV reactors starting in 2030. Such cooperation certainly should be continued and broadened where possible, but at this point much of the cooperation on R&D is done between national laboratories, other government-funded organizations, and international organizations. Opportunities for commercial cooperation or investment by Asian firms in Generation IV reactor technologies in the United States may be a few years or more down the road.

**Articulating the Role for Nuclear in an Evolving Power Mix**

Cheap natural gas, growth of renewables, and slowing electricity demand growth have been cited as the financial stressors that have challenged the economic competitiveness of current nuclear reactors. Deregulation of the electricity market by some U.S. states also has cut into nuclear power’s economic competitiveness, and only two of the seventeen reactors with announced or considered retirement dates operate in a regulated state market. The Trump administration is reportedly preparing measures aimed at saving at-risk reactors for the sake of national security, but even if these measures are implemented, it is uncertain how many reactors would be saved.

Nuclear power has long been associated with national security, and U.S. dominance in the global nuclear reactor market has provided the United States with influence over norms on nuclear safety, security, and nonproliferation. In addition, consultant Edward Kee wrote of the range of public benefits that nuclear power provides: environmental benefits (such as very low carbon emissions), electricity system benefits (such as fuel diversity, long-term cost stability, and the ability to dispatch electricity when it is needed to meet peak demand), and economic benefits (for example, the positive impacts of providing jobs and paying taxes). Yet Kee also argued that the
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U.S. market approach does not account for the public benefits of nuclear power, which has led to market failure and early closure of reactors. Fixing this market failure will be critical to preserving these public benefits.

**Political and Social License**

To an extent, each of the previous opportunities assumes two things: (1) that policymakers value a sustained role for nuclear power in how they envision achieving energy and environmental security goals, and (2) that policymakers have sufficient social license to move forward on any one of these issues or that social license could be developed.

While the Japanese government is still struggling to rebuild social license, it still remains committed to transitioning to a low-carbon society. The government’s Strategic Energy Plan projects nuclear power to account for 20%–22% of the country’s electricity generation by 2030. The Japanese government also continues to support a nuclear export industry, and Japanese nuclear firms have pursued reactor projects in Europe and Asia, partly in response to the struggling domestic nuclear industry. Yet nuclear power generation continues to be vigorously debated in the public, in the courts, and at the ballot box, and the future of Japan’s domestic and export nuclear industries remains uncertain.

Similar to Japan, both South Korea and Taiwan lack significant domestic energy resources, and nuclear power was seen as a way to boost economic growth while reducing dependence on energy imports. Yet President Moon and President Tsai both have set the eventual elimination of nuclear power as pillars of their respective energy policies. Public concerns over the safety of nuclear power plants have grown since the Fukushima disaster in 2011, and Moon and Tsai claim to be responding to their citizens’ concerns by emphasizing renewable energy over nuclear power. Both South Korea and Taiwan have experienced significant political and social opposition to siting
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67 It is worth noting that, under the current South Korean constitution, presidents can only serve one five-year term, and thus Moon will have to leave office in 2022. Just as his energy policy is a significant departure from that of his predecessors, the next South Korean president could significantly alter Moon’s nuclear phase-out policy. Energy policy will likely be an issue debated during the next presidential campaign. Tsai is eligible to be re-elected to a second four-year term in Taiwan’s next presidential elections scheduled for 2020, so she could nearly see out her administration’s nuclear phase-out policy.
nuclear waste facilities, and renewables or other energy sources may appear easier to win public support for.

Although many uncertainties surround domestic outlooks, the possibility to export nuclear technologies remains very attractive. As discussed earlier, China, Japan, and South Korea all have experience exporting nuclear technologies and would like to grow their nuclear export businesses. Despite having a policy of phasing out nuclear power domestically, the Moon administration continues to support reactor exports. South Korea currently is building four APR1400 nuclear reactors in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and MOTIE expressed support for South Korean firms’ efforts to secure reactor contracts in the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, and Saudi Arabia. 68 KEPCO’s experience in the UAE was cited as a reason for becoming the preferred bidder for the British nuclear power project. 69 MOTIE also stated that exporting reactors “would provide the domestic industry with opportunities to effectively utilize assets and know-how it has accumulated.” 70 Taiwan has not been a major nuclear technology exporter, but it certainly has the industrial capacity to supply or support nonnuclear components for reactors or fuel cycle facilities.

Domestic anxieties over the safety of nuclear power emphasize the need for policymakers to stay engaged with other nuclear states. Creating an earnest, candid forum that discusses safety and security concerns and establishes best practices is one way to build the necessary social license to operate. In particular, behind much of this need for increased communication and discussion is a concern that China will supplant Japan, South Korea, and the United States as a top global vendor of nuclear reactors. Besides the loss of prestige and leadership in nuclear technology, the concern is that Chinese reactor sales would not meet the nuclear safety, security, and nonproliferation standards of Japanese, South Korean, or U.S. vendors. Yet given the trajectories of their respective nuclear industries, it is inevitable that China will be a major competitor in the reactor export market for years to come.


There are numerous multilateral mechanisms through which the United States can engage China on concerns over reactor exports, and the Department of Energy and other government agencies have worked bilaterally with China on nuclear safety, security, and nonproliferation. For example, since 2007, the Department of Energy has led an annual interagency meeting with Chinese government counterparts to discuss bilateral civil nuclear cooperation as part of the U.S.-China Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Technology (PUNT) Agreement. Building on the PUNT meetings and similar to the industry engagement that resulted in the Nuclear Power Plant Exporters’ Principles of Conduct, the U.S. government should form public-private working groups to engage with China on the reactor export business.\(^7^1\) Not only could such groups help the United States push for strict standards, but the United States could learn from China what has and has not worked in the Chinese nuclear industry. These working groups also could explore commercial opportunities for Chinese nuclear firms in the United States, perhaps through joint ventures. Chinese nuclear firms operating in the U.S. market would be held to U.S. standards on safety, security, and nonproliferation. As China has established itself as a major player in the global nuclear industry, the United States must engage with it in order to avoid falling behind in global nuclear leadership.

**Conclusion and Recommendations**

Regulatory burdens; government policies at the federal, state, and local level; social license concerns; and alternative fuel options are all factors that affect the economic viability and political and social approval of nuclear power. However, nuclear industries could be bolstered by exploring the trans-Pacific cooperation pathways identified here.

To be fair, some of these pathways would not be easy to industry, government stakeholders, or civil society groups. The surplus in global enrichment capacity, difficult economic conditions facing existing U.S. nuclear plants, cost overruns and delays in new construction, and uncertainty regarding the long-term management of spent nuclear fuel present significant challenges to cooperation throughout the fuel cycle. There also are sensitivities about foreign involvement in an
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\(^7^1\) The China National Nuclear Corporation was involved in the drafting of the Principles of Conduct but did not adopt them. See “History,” Nuclear Power Plant and Reactor Exporters’ Principles of Conduct, http://nuclearprinciples.org/about/history/.
industrial sector that has national security implications, although foreign firms, such as URENCO and Hitachi, are already active in the U.S. nuclear industry.

Yet, although the outlook can appear bleak when looking at the myriad challenges facing the nuclear industry in the United States, the industry is far from dead. Nuclear power will remain an important part of the U.S. energy mix for the foreseeable future. By comparison, natural gas production in the United States declined and stagnated for decades, with many thinking that the domestic natural gas industry was in terminal decline. Yet new extraction technology, investment from abroad, and increased global demand has revived U.S. natural gas production.

As the excitement and momentum from the nuclear renaissance at the beginning of this century has faded, the United States should look to its partners in Asia for ways to reinvigorate the U.S. nuclear industry. The United States remains a leader and desirable partner in nuclear technology, but its global standing could be boosted through cooperation with Asia.